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1. Introduction and notation. Let Mn denote the set of all reXre matrices

whose entries are bounded real valued continuous functions on the entire

real line. Let A, BEM„. Then A is said to be kinematically similar to B

(written A ~ B) if there exists a P(t) (P, P~l, P £ Mn) such that

73=P-1( — P-\-AP). It is clear that kinematic similarity defines a set of

equivalence classes in Mn. For each BEM„ denote its equivalence class by

£(73). For ^4£Af„ define n[.4]= ]C«-i l.u.b.* |ay(<)|. For any subset 72 of

Mn denote by [72]_ the closure of 72 in the sense of the norm rj. Let A, BEMn.

Then A is said to be approximately similar to B (written A «73) if B £ [£(^4)]~.

In an earlier paper [3] the author introduced the above concept and con-

sidered some of its properties and applications. In this paper we shall continue

our study of this concept. In §2 we introduce several invariants of approxi-

mate similarity and establish that it defines an equivalence relation in the set

Kn, where Kn denotes those matrices in Mn all of whose entries are constant

functions. Let An denote the elements of Mn all of whose entries are real

valued almost periodic functions in the sense of Bohr. Define L„= {73| 73£Af„

and 3CEKn3B «C|. The set AnC\Ln is of considerable importance with

respect to applications to almost periodic systems of different equations [2].

It is known that this intersection contains open sets of the topology defined in

An by i] [4]. It is not known whether AnC\Ln = An. In §3 we obtain necessary

and sufficient conditions that A(t)EAn also belongs to Ln. Unfortunately the

conditions obtained in §3 depend upon the behavior of the solutions of the

system x = A(t)x. In §4 we obtain a sufficiency condition which depends more

directly on the matrix A (t) itself.

2. Invariants of approximate similarity. We shall first establish that the

relation of approximate similarity defines an equivalence relation in the set

Kn. We introduce the following notation. For AEKn denote by Xi, • • • , X„

the characteristic roots of A, i.e. the roots of the equation detj/1 — X7] = 0.

Here roots of multiplicity j are repeated j times. For any complex number X,

Re (X) and Im (X) shall denote its real and imaginary parts respectively.

Lemma 2.1. If Xi, • • • , X„ are the characteristic roots of AEKn then

C = diag(Re (Xi, ■ • • , Re (X„)) is approximately similar to A.

Proof. We must show that AE[E(C)]~. But AE[E(Q]~ if and only if
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73G [75(C)]- for any 73G75L4). However, it is known that 75(^4) contains a

matrix 73 of the form diag (73i, • • • , 73*). Here 73r denotes an m-\-l by m 4-1

square matrix of the form

-|¿   1    0    • • •    0"

•    |,1    0 • • • 0

ii   i

-0 ••• £,-

where £¿=Re(Xy) = Re(XJ+i) = • • • =Re(XJ+m). Thus if

Cr = diag (Re (Ay), • • • , Re(Ay+m))

it suffices to show that for every e>0 there exists a 7>rG75(Cr) such that

r¡[Dr — BT] <e. Assume that 2q = m -f- lor 2q = m and define D' =(¿y) as follows:

da = bij for all i, j such that by 7e 0,

d2i,ii-i = it/i)2        for i = 1, • • • , q, e < 1,

dij = 0 for all other i, j.

In the case m4-1 = 2q, Dr possesses the distinct complex conjugate character-

istic roots

É _.

fc ± — V-l,       j = 1, ■ ■ ■ ,q.
J

In the case where m = 2q, Dr also possesses the single real root £¿ in addition

to the conjugate roots appearing in the first case. Thus in both cases the dis-

tinctness of the roots of Dr assures us that 7)rG75(Cr). This completes the

proof of Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 2.2. If C = diag[Re(Xi), ■ • • , Re(X„)] where Xi, • • • , X„ denote the
characteristic roots of A then A ~C.

Proof. We must show that CG [75]~G4). As indicated in the proof of

Lemma 2.1, however, it is known that 75(^4) contains a matrix 73 where 73 is

upper triangular (i.e. ¿>,y = 0 for i>j) and the diagonal terms of 73 agree with

those of C. It then follows [3] that CE [75(73)]"= [£(^)]~.

In general for A and 73 belonging to M„ it is not known if A »73 implies

73 *=>A. The following theorem gives us this result for the case of the constant

matrices.

Theorem 2.1. If A and BEKn then A «73 and B^A if and only if Re(Xi)
= Re(o-¡), i= 1, • ■ • , n where X¿ and <r¿ are appropriate orderings of the charac-

teristic roots of A and B respectively.
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Proof. In view of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 it will suffice to show that the real

parts of the characteristic roots are common invariants for any two constant

matrices A and 73 with B ~ A. It is well known that the roots of a polynomial

are continuous functions of its coefficients. Thus for every A and every e>0

there exists a 6>0 such that r¡[A—A']<5 implies | Re(<r/) — Re(Xy)|

g | er/ — Xj| <e for 7= 1, ■ ■ -, re where cr/ and Xy are appropriate orderings of

the roots of A' and A respectively. But if 73 «yl then for every 5>0 there

exists an A' such that A'EE(B) and r¡[A -A'] <5. Since A'££(73) we know

that Re(cr/) = Re(cr,-), j= 1, • ■ -, re, where o¡ and cry are appropriate orderings

of the roots of A' and 73. Thus Re (try) = Re(Xy) for j= 1, • • -, re and our result

follows.

Since it is known [3] that the relation of approximate similarity is transi-

tive and reflexive, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 we have the

following corollary.

Corollary 2.1. Approximate similarity defines an equivalence relation in

the set K„.

The results of Markus [5] along with Corollary 2.1 assure us that ap-

proximate similarity defines an equivalence relation in the set of periodic

matrices.

We now introduce for the set M„ an invariant of approximate similarity

which we will need in §3. For this purpose we have the following definitions.

Let a(t) be a bounded continuous function for — «> <t< ». Define the upper

(lower) uniform mean value of a(t), (written M~(a), M-(a)), to be

1    /• to+T / 1    /• fo+r \

lim sup l.u.b.— I a(r)dr  (   lim   g.Lb.— I a(r)dT\.
r^»        i,     TV ¡0 \ r^»     ¡o     TJ t0 /

Lemma 2.3. If A~B then M~(traze A) = M"(trace 73) and Af_(trace A)

= Af_(trace 73).

Proof. Since ^~73 there exists P(t), (P(t), P~l(t)EMn), such that if <p(t)

is a fundamental matrix solution of the system x = A(t)x then P(t)d>(t) is a

fundamental matrix solution of the system y = B(t)y. Without loss of general-

ity we may assume that det P(t) >0 and det 4>(t) >0. Thus we have that:

det c6(0/det <b(r) = exp I    trace A(s)ds

and

det P(t) det <f>(/)/[det P(r) det c6(t)] = exp I    trace B(s)ds.

From these two equalities we obtain
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trace Ais)ds -  I    trace Bis)ds = ln[det Pit)] + ln[det P~Kt)].

Since Pit) and P~lit)EMn the desired result follows.

As an immediate result of the definition of approximate similarity and

Lemma 2.3 we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2. If A ~B then M~(trace A) = J7-(trace 73) and 7l7_(trace A)

= Af_(trace 73).

Corollary 2.2. If Bit)EMn is approximately similar to CEK„ then

M-(trace 73(0) = 7l7_(trace 73(0).

Corollary 2.3. There exist elements in Mn which are not in Ln.

If for any function ait) we have M~ia) = 717_(a) then we denote this com-

mon value by Mia). We now have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.4. 7/ 717(a-r-è)=Xi4-X2 and if M~(a)^Xi and M"ib)^\2 then
Mia) =Xi and 717(e) =X2.

Proof. Using the definition of 717, 717_, 717~ we have:

\i 4- X2 = Mia + b) g M~ia) + M~ib) Ú Xi 4- X2.

From this it follows that M"(o)=Xi and M~(&)=X2. But Xi4-X2=M_(a4-&)

5¡ M-(a)+M~(b) ¿;Xi-f-X2 and so M-(a) =Xi = M~(a) = M(a). In the same way
one may obtain M-(b)=\i=M~(b) = M(b).

3. The class Lr. In this section we shall establish necessary and sufficient

conditions that A(t)EAn belongs to Ln. Given an almost periodic matrix.4(0,

the hull of -4(0> written H (A), is the set of all elements of An which are uni-

form limits of sequences {^4(¿4-rt)} of translates of A it).

Lemma 3.1. If for A(t)EAn and BEKn we have Ait) ~B then for every
A*EH(A),A*~B.

Proof. Since ^4(0 «73 there exists a sequence {P¿(0} such that P¿, Pi\

PiEMn and q[-PrliP'i-APi)-B]<l/i, »-1, 2, • • • . Let Mt denote the
max(7?[P¿], v[Pt1]) and {t¡\ be such that limy,M (»[Aty+Tj) -A*(t)]) =0.

We may assume that the \tj\ have been chosen in such a way that

V [A it+Tj) -A *(0 ] < í/j(2M¡). Then

vi-PTKl + Tj){Pjit + ry) - A*(t)P,(t + ry)} - 73] < 2/j

for_/= 1, 2, • • • . This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.1.

To facilitate the statement of the next lemma we introduce the following

notation. If in the definition of rj[A ] we restrict the range of t to the interval

[O, 4-00) then we shall denote the resulting norm ij+[^4]. 717+ will have a

similar meaning.
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Lemma 3.2. Let A(t)EAn, BEKn; Pt(t), Prx(t), Pi(t)EMn; and Pi(t)

uniformly continuous, be such that

v+[- Pi l(A - A(t)Pi) - B}< 1/i,   i « 1, 2, • • • .

Then A(t)~B.

Proof. Take a sequence {T¡} such that limy,«, T¡ = + °° and

limy..« r¡ [A (t + Ti) — A *(t) ] = 0 for some A *EH(A). We may also assume that

Pi(t-\-T¡), for each i and an appropriate subsequence of the T¡, converge

uniformly on any finite interval to P*(t) which satisfies

»[-P^P? - A*P*) - 73] < \/i.

Thus .4* «73. Lemma 3.1 now states that A(t) ~B.

Consider the system x = A(t)x. For any solution <p(t) of this system let

|¡<p(¿)|| denote the sum of the absolute values of the components of <p(t). A

subspace S of solutions of the above system is said to have a uniform char-

acteristic exponent cr if for every e>0 there is an Af, such that ||p(0||/||p(T)||

^M( exp[(cr + e)(/ — t)] for every <p(t)ES and every t^r^O. A(t) is said to

have property I with constants cri<cr2< • • • <crr and integers p0 = 0<pi

< • • • <p» = « if for every cr,-, l^z'Sjr, there is a p¿ dimensional subspace

Sj for the system x = A(t)x which possesses a uniform characteristic exponent

Oi.

The following theorem is similar to results of Diliberto [l] and Markus

[5 ] for the case of kinematic similarity.

Theorem 3.1. If AEAn then a n.a.s.c. that AELn is that A(t) possess

property I with constants ci, • ■ ■ , <rr, Pi, • • ■ , pr and Af (trace A)

= XXi <r<(p,—Pi-i).

Proof. Assume that A «73, where 73£7i„. In light of Theorem 2.2 and

Corollary 2.2 we need only show that A satisfies property I with the con-

stants ffi, • • • , crr, pi, • • • , pr. Here the cr¿ denote the real parts of the char-

acteristic roots Xy of 73 and p» denotes the number of Xy with real parts equal

to or less than cr,-. But by Theorem 2.1 and transitivity we have that

A «diag[Re(Xi), • • • , Re(X„)]. The desired estimates now follow from known

results.

Assume that A(t) possesses property I. Let <pi(t), • • • , (pn(t) he re inde-

pendent solutions of x = ^4(/)x such that for each value of j, Oújúr the first

py of the (pi(t) span the solution space S¡. Now using these vectors form an

orthonormal set of vectors using the Gram-Schmidt procedure. Let P(t)

denote the matrix formed by using these orthonormal vectors as columns.

We write P(t) = G.S.(<pi(/), • • • , <p„(¿)). Then P(t) is just the classical Perron

transformation and P-l(t)[A(t)P(t)-P(t)] = B(t) where 73(0 is upper tri-

angular. We first show that M+(bkk)=o-i for py_i<fc^py, j=l, • • • , r. Let

yp(h, t) denote the fundamental matrix solution of y = B(t)y which for t = h
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has the value \p(h, ti) = I. Let 7i(¿i, 0> ' ' ' > fn(ti, t) denote the columns of

¡¡/(h, 0- Now P(0 carries the linear spaces Sj into linear spaces S* with similar

properties. This is due to the fact that 7¿(/i, 0 =P_1 S'-i ¿« <P«(0 where the dit

are fixed constants depending only on h and ii. Thus it follows that 7¿(/i, 0

G S* for all iúPj and since XX i diB<ps(t)ESj the constant 7W* = 77[P_1]7l7i is

independent of the particular choice of h^O. Thus for each i, O^i^py and

f! ̂  0 we have

exp ( f      bu(s)ds\ ̂  \\y{(h, h + t)||/|M<i)|| ^ M* exp[(<ry + e)r].

Therefore it follows that M~+(bjj(t)) ^<r¿ for pi-i<júpi. But by Lemma 2.3

M+(trace 73) exists and is equal to M+(trace A)— X)<-i o"»(p» — P>-i)- By re-

peated application of Lemma 2.4 we have that M+(b¡j(t)) = <r¿ for Pi^j>p,_i.

Since .4(0E.4n the entries of A form a uniformly bounded equicontinuous

family of functions. In this case it is known that the entries of ^4(/4-r),

P(/4-t), P-1(í-(-t), and P(í-|-t) for 0gr< a> also form a uniformly bounded

equicontinuous family of functions [6]. Thus we may select a sequence

[Tj], limy.., ry=-foo, such that limy..„»i[.4(24-ry)-.4*(0] = 0 and the

sequences {P(f-|-ry)), {p-1(/4-Py)}, {P(t-\-T,)\, {73(i4-ry)j converge uni-

formly on finite intervals to P*(0> P_1*(0. P*(0 and 73*(0 respectively. Since

M+(bjj)=(Xi lor pt-_i<7<pi it follows that 717(6*,) =<r¿ for p¿-i<jáp<. Thus

[3] 73*(0 «C=(c¿y) where c,y = 0 for jV* and Cjj = <Ji for Pi-i<jûpi. Since

^4*G75(73) it then follows that A*^C. Lemma 3.1 now assures us that

A «C. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

To facilitate the statement of Corollary 3.1 we introduce the following

notation. Let AEAn be written A =Ao-\-Ap where the entries of Ao are the

mean values of the corresponding entries of A. Denote the characteristic

roots of Ao by Xi, • • • , X„.

Corollary 3.1. Let A 0 commute with A (t) and f0' A (s)ds for each 0 ̂  t < <» ,

then ^(0«diag[Re(Xi), • • • , Re(X„)].

Proof. The assumptions on A0 imply that ^4(0> Ao, and Ap(t) commute

for all values of 2 2:0 [5]. Therefore, for Í ^ d ^ 0,

exp     I   A(s)ds   = exp [A0(t — s)] exp     I   Ap(s)ds

is a fundamental matrix solution. Since Ap(s)EAn and has zero mean value

for every € > 0 there exists an 7V7e such that

y J i

ti+y

Ap(s)ds < Mf + ey

lor all positive h and y. It now follows that property I is satisfied. Since
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AEAn the condition on the trace is also satisfied. This completes the proof

of Corollary 3.1.

4. Limit periodic matrices. Unfortunately the conditions stated in §3

which assure that a matrix D(t)EAH also belongs to Ln depend on the be-

havior of the solutions of the system x = D(t)x. In this section we shall estab-

lish a sufficient condition for a matrix D(t)EMn to belong to Ln which is

more directly related to the matrix D(t). This result is contained in Theorem

4.1. Corollary 4.1 contains an application of this result to the case of limit

periodic matrices.

From the results of §2 we know that for every 77t(/)£L„ there is a con-

stant matrix yl¿ = diag(cri, • • • , <r„) such that 77¿(¿) ~Ai. Here the cry are real

numbers and Ai is uniquely determined by H,(t) up to a reordering of the

cry. Since Hi(t) ~Ai, for every e>0 there exists a P¿(e, t) such that

ri[p-\HiPi-P)-Ai]<e.

Theorem 4.1. Let {77¿(/)} be a sequence of matrices in Ln converging to a

matrix DEM„. If there exists a sequence of matrices P¿(€¿, t) as described above

stich that lim¿<00€¡ = 0 and limÍJ0O (ri[D — Hi\r)[P(ti, /)]tj[P_1(€í, t)]) = 0 then

D(t)ELn.

Proof. We first observe that r][Ai] ^reii[77¿] and so the set of all Ai asso-

ciated with the sequence {77¿} is a compact set. Thus by proper choice of a

subsequence we may assume that the sequence {At} which is associated with

the sequence {77¿(¿)} converges to a limit A as i—-> oo. We now consider the

identity

PT^-Pi + DPi] = A + [Ai - A] + Pt^D - Hi]Pi + Pt1[HíP - P] - At.

As ¿—»co the right hand sides of this identity tends to A. This completes the

proof of Theorem 4.1.

Corollaky 4.1. Let D(t) be a limit periodic matrix and {Hi(t)} be a se-

quence of periodic matrices with periods T¡ converging to D(t). Then, if

hrm^ (V[D-Hi] exp[{(n + l)v(Hi)+n-í}Ti])=0, D(t)ELn.

Proof. Since the Ht(t) are periodic there exists a P¿(/) which satisfies the

equation Pj = 77¿(¿)P¿+P¿P¿. Here 73 ¿ is the Ai of the preceding theorem ex-

cept that it may contain l's directly above the diagonal and so we have

v[Bi] enr¡[Hi]-\-n— 1. Using this estimate for n[Bi\ we obtain:

v[Pi] =S P(0) exp[{(re + l)r,[Hi] + re - l}r</2].

Since Pr1 satisfies the equation Pr1 = P-177¿+PiP_1 the same estimate will

hold for »/[Pr1] and the desired result follows. We note, without proof, that

the quantity exp[{ (re + l)T)[77¿]+re— 1} Ti] may be replaced by
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(l 4- £ -\ exp[{(n + l)v[Hi] + (n - l)y,} Tt]
\     y-i yy

where the 7,- are any positive constants.
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